In a recent decision the Supreme Court revisited the question of the impact of the party's bankruptcy on the continuation of arbitration.

Facts

A Chinese company started an International Chamber of Commerce arbitration - with the seat in Geneva - against a Portuguese company in relation to a sales and purchase agreement.

The respondent had gone bankrupt before arbitration began. Based on this bankruptcy, the respondent objected to the arbitral tribunal's jurisdiction. More particularly, it invoked a provision in Portuguese law, according to which:

"Without prejudice to provisions contained in applicable international treaties, the efficacy of arbitral agreements relating to disputes that may potentially affect the value of the insolvency estate and to which the insolvent is party shall be suspended. Procedures that are pending at the moment of the declaration of insolvency shall continue, without prejudice to the provisions set forth in Article 85(3) and of the Article 128(3) if applicable."

The arbitral tribunal dismissed the objection by way of an interim award. The respondent challenged the award before the Supreme Court.

Decision

The Supreme Court dismissed the challenge. It upheld the arbitral tribunal's finding that the provision did not apply to the subject of the dispute.

Referring to its decision in Vivendi, the Supreme Court confirmed that the parties' subjective capacity to arbitrate relates to the legal capacity of the parties. Therefore, the capacity to arbitrate is governed by the law which is designated by the general conflict of law provisions pertaining to legal capacity (ie, Articles 154 and 155c of the Private International Law Act). The Supreme Court further considered that the provision which defines the law applicable to the merits of the dispute (ie, Article 187(1) of the act), is not tailored to the determination of the parties' legal capacity.

Pursuant to Articles 154 and 155c, the legal capacity of an entity should be determined in application of the law to the place of incorporation of this entity. Thus, in the case at hand, the respondent's legal capacity had to be determined in application of Portuguese law. However, according to the Supreme Court, Articles 154 and 155c designate the legal provisions which govern the parties' legal capacity only. Any "incapacity to arbitrate", which would result from other provisions of Portuguese law, is irrelevant for the Swiss law governing the arbitration. More particularly, should such law provide for limitations to the capacity to arbitrate without affecting the legal capacity of this party, this limitation would not apply in a Swiss arbitration. In this case, the Supreme Court found that bankruptcy was such a limitation since, according to Portuguese law, a company has a legal personality until its liquidation is complete.

The Supreme Court denied the respondent's reference to Vivendi. The Vivendi case did not intend to set a general principle according to which a foreign legal provision which would paralyse the effects of an arbitration agreement on bankruptcy would result in the bankrupt party being deprived of its capacity to arbitrate. According to the Supreme Court, Vivendi must be read "in the specific context of Polish law and of the literature developed thereto".
Comment

A possible reading of *Vivendi* might have been that a party in bankruptcy is prevented from arbitrating if the relevant bankruptcy law provides for such effect. This is not the case.

The Supreme Court refined its reasoning in *Vivendi*. Restrictions to arbitration contained in foreign law provisions which do not affect the parties' legal capacity are irrelevant to an arbitration in Switzerland. In this case, the Supreme Court considered that the Portuguese legal provision at stake did not relate to the parties' legal capacity, but merely to the material validity of the arbitration clause. Under Swiss law, such validity is governed by the more favourable law designated by Article 178(2).

*For further information on this topic please contact Frank Spoorenberg or Daniela Franchini at Tavernier Tschanz by telephone (+ 41 22 704 3700), fax (+41 22 704 3777) or email (spoorenberg@tavernierschanz.com or franchini@tavernierschanz.com).*
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